
Night at the Opera Bracelet
Project B3012
Designer: Karlin Jones

Not only is this bracelet fun to make, it is also very customizable. Depicting  music note collage images, this bracelet is the

perfect gift for any music lover! 

What You'll Need

Antiqued Silver Tone Steel Bracelet With 9.5x14.5mm Oval Flat Pads - 7.5 Inches

SKU: AXC-9469

Project uses 1 piece

Clear Glass Cabochon Square Dome Bead Crystal Magnify 14.5mm (10)

SKU: BGL-9052

Project uses 9 pieces

JudiKins Diamond Glaze Water Based Adhesive (2 Fl. Oz.)

SKU: XTL-1020

Project uses 1 piece

E6000 Industrial Strength Glue Adhesive (0.18 fl oz)

SKU: XTL-1054

Project uses 1 piece

Tim Holtz Idea-ology Paper Stash - Collage Collection 8 x 8 Inches (36 Sheets)

SKU: ZBK-1160

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5700] Fiskars 5 Precision Tip Scissors - Super Sharp

Instructions

You will need a paint brush and a clean surface to work on for this project.  This bracelet measures approximately 7.5 inches.

1. Look through your Tim Holtz Idea-ology Collage Paper and find the pages depicting musical notes. Choose 9 images that can fit under your 14.5mm
square glass cabochon dome tiles.

2. Begin by rough cutting around the edges of your 9 images. See photo for image reference.

3. Next, watch the instructional video: How to Make a Keepsake Photo Pendant. 

4. Follow the instructions in the video to affix your 14.5 mm square glass cabochon domed tiles onto your images using Diamond Glaze adhesive. 
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5. Once your tiles have been glued to the images, allowed to dry, and trimmed, flip the tiles upside down and use a paint brush to apply a layer of Diamond
Glaze to the back of the images to seal them. Allow to dry for about half an hour before moving on.

6. Now lay your antiqued silver tone steel bracelet on your work space with the flat pads facing up. 

7. Apply a small amount of E6000 glue to the first flat pad of your bracelet and place one of your glass tiles on top (with the images facing up), and make
sure that it is centered. 

8. Repeat this process 8 more times, adding the rest of your glass domes onto your bracelet. Allow the glue to dry to at least an hour before wearing.

9. Your bracelet is done!
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